The simulator development for fault detection and isolation (FDI) of a LEO satellite is presented. The simulator was constructed using satellite dynamics, FDI, sensors and actuators, flight software and a visualization block. Two FDI algorithms were applied. The first was an outlier detection method. The outlier detection method was based on the Kalman filter incorporating thresholds, data windows and average methods. This filter detected, isolated and recovered sudden abnormal data. The second FDI algorithm was a parity space approach for the gyro sensor FDI. The simulator was developed under the Matlab/Simulink environment. The results indicated that the simulator can be used for any LEO satellite.
INTRODUCTION
Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) algorithms have recently undergone intensive design considerations for applications in new and advanced autonomous unmanned space vehicles. Future space missions call for unprecedented levels of autonomy, reliability and precision. However, spacecraft systems will inevitably encounter unexpected failures and environmental disturbances (Pell, 1996) . Thus, fault detection, identification and protection are essential components for future spacecraft as autonomy requirements increase at reduced costs. Current methods for spacecraft operation call for significant investment in ground support and fault detection algorithms.
Satellites are designed with high reliability and redundancy in order to survive in atrocious space environments while providing exceptional service. Hardware and software redundancy are two options for satellite redundancy. High hardware redundancy increases the weight and cost of a satellite system. Thus, software redundancy is a more efficient choice for satellites (Venkateswaran et al. 2002) . Development of fault detection, isolation and recovery algorithms has received a lot of attention in the past two decades. Fault diagnosis is usually divided into two tasks: the first is the detection of the fault that indicates an occurrence of a fault in the system; and, the second task is isolation of the fault or location that occurred in a particular faulty component or subsystem, which is distinguished from all other sources of faults, outliers or disturbances. This is achieved through generation signals known as residuals, each of which is sensitive to the occurrence of one particular fault. The magnitude of these residual signals is usually close to zero under normal operating conditions and distinguishably divergent from zero when a fault occurs.
However, general FDI algorithms, which use residual and threshold methods, do not efficiently diagnose sudden outliers. When a sensor outputs exceeds the threshold limit only once, the satellite will decide whether the sensor contains a fault or if it is out of order. Then, the spacecraft will change its operation mode from a normal or an observing mode to a safe mode. However, sudden disturbances can influence this process. As a result, the satellite will issue a false alarm accompanied by unnecessary commands. Preventing false alarms is a key aspect for efficient space missions. Thus, a novel outlier detection method is proposed in this paper which prevents false alarm. The proposed outlier detection method is based on a Kalman filter with threshold, data window and average methods. In addition, we applied a Parity Space Approach (PSA). The PSA is one of the most commonly used methods for the FDI, especially for gyro sensor FDI. In the PSA method, a parity vector magnitude is used for fault detection then a parity vector projects to parity space for fault isolation.
One of the chief aspects involved in the FDI design is verification of the design through simulation (Najam, 2007 ). An entire simulator was built from the ground up using Matlab and Simulink environments. The proposed simulator was composed of the satellite rigid body dynamics, sensor/actuator, FDI, flight software and visualization blocks. Each block contained subsystem blocks. The simulator was especially designed for the LEO satellite mission, but it can be extended to general satellite FDI.
SIMULINK STRUCTURE AND MODELS
The proposed simulator is shown in Fig 1. In the simulator, the satellite travelled in a circular orbit with 0 degrees inclination at 1500km. Using an aerospace blockset, the satellite rigid body dynamics were quickly modeled using only a few blocks to model a six-degrees-of-freedom system. Two IMU sensors were considered for sensing the satellite angular velocity. One GPS receiver was used for sensing satellite position and velocity. The FDI block contained the outlier detection method for preventing false alarm and the PSA method for gyro sensor FDI. The actuator block had two subsystems, which were the thrusters control system and a system to compute body forces. The flight software had a navigation block and attitude control.
Satellite Dynamics Block
The 6 DOF (Degrees of Freedom) ECEF block considered the rotation of an Earth-centered Earth-fixed coordinate frame about an Earth-centered inertial (ECI) frame. The origin of the ECEF coordinate frame was the center of the Earth; additionally, the body of interest was assumed to be rigid, an assumption that eliminated the need to consider the forces acting between individual elements of mass. The representation of the rotation of ECEF from ECI frame was simplified in order to account for only the constant rotation of the ellipsoid Earth ( 
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The integration of the rate of change of the quaternion vector is given below.
The satellite dynamic block required several initial values: the initial position in geodetic latitude, longitude and altitude before operating the simulation. Also, the initial velocity in body axes, Euler angle, body rotation rates and initial mass had to be set. The dynamic block used the WGS84 Earth planet model.
FDI Block
The FDI block contained several subsystem blocks. The outlier detection block was a main subsystem block. The outlier detection block used the satellite position information provided by the GPS receiver. Using this position information, the outlier detection block observed the GPS receiver health via threshold, data windows and average methods. If the position information rapidly changed to an unexpected position, the outlier detection block can detect and eliminate the sudden abnormal position information. This clean information transfers to the flight software block for navigation and control. The FDI block also had several satellite information display function. Thus, the satellite position, velocity and attitude can be easily verified. The FDI block had two angular velocity inputs provided by the redundant IMU for IMU FDI. The angular velocity inputs were saved to the workspace, and the PSA.m file automatically performed the FDI analysis whether the sensor experienced a fault occurrence or operated under normal conditions. More detail about the FDI algorithm will be explained in Section 3.
Sensor/Actuator Block
Using the satellite dynamics block, we easily generated the sensor data via adding some measurement noise. The dynamics block provided several informational aspects describing the satellite: position such as longitude, latitude and altitude with respect to ECEF frame and attitude, angular velocity, and so forth. The actuator block provided two main blocks. The thruster control and failure management block contained logic to turn axis torque commands into individual thruster commands for the hydrazine thrust actuators. The thrust actuators used an aerospace blockset in the model. There were two steps for converting the axis torque commands into individual thruster commands: failure detection and thruster actuation The model completed failure detection first. The model checked all thruster packs for failures. If there no failures existed, the model executed the torque commands for all the axes simultaneously. If a thruster pack failed, only one axis at a time can be actuated. During a failure, the axis that executed was the one determined by thrust control to receive the axis with the largest torque command. When the failure detection completed, the model determined which thrusters to fire for a specific torque command. The satellite had four packs of three thrusters each, for a total of 12 thrusters. To produce the appropriate moments, only two must be fired. The model used the axis, the sign of the command, and the existence of a failure to determine which two thrusters to fire.
Flight Software / Visualization Block
The Matlab simulink aerospace blockset provided the flight software and visualization block. The flight software block had two main subsystems. The navigation block managed the course of the satellite with respect to three translational degrees-of-freedom. Because the design task included only the attitude control design, the navigation system in this model was simplified. This simplified navigation model served as a working placeholder to provide pointing commands until the full navigation model was supplied. The attitude control block managed the desired orientation of the satellite with respect to three rotational degrees-of-freedom. Attitude was important for making sure that the satellite antenna and instruments were able to function correctly by pointing at the desired location. The simulink aerospace blockset provided these blocks.
The visualization block provided graphical animation of satellite movement. This block required two main inputs. One piece of information was the body states, which comprise the satellite attitude information and the satellite position information with respect to body frame. Another one piece of information was the actuator states, which comprise the navigation information (Nadir: this mode towards the earth and turns on the Earth observing sensor, Earth-fixed: this mode maintains a constant orientation of the satellite with respect to the Earth. Ideally, this mode should be inertial so that the mode can track the sun, None: this mode conserves fuel and lets the satellite drift) and the thruster commands. Fig 4 shows the visualization block performed result.
Fig 4. Virtual reality toolbox visualization for satellite model 3. FAULT DECTION & ISOLATION METHODS
Outlier detection and elimination were fundamental issues in navigation. Several methods were applied to navigation, such as graph, density, distance-based methods. The several FDI methods were suggested through the extensive literatures. For example, PSA, GLT (Generalized Likelihood ratio Test) (Daly and Harrison, 1979) and OPT (Optional Parity vector Test) were suggested (Jin, H. and Zhang, 1999) . However, these outlier and FDI methods were restricted with respect to application. In this paper, we proposed a novel outlier detection method and applied PSA for outlier detection and satellite sensor FDI.
Outlier Detection Method
Customary outlier detection methods, which include the graph-based, density-based and distance-based (Knorr and Ng, 1998) , were not suitable for the satellite outlier detection area. Thus, we proposed a novel Kalman filter with outlier detection methods. The Kalman filter algorithms are described in Fig 5. The idea originated from the distancebased approach. However, we used an estimated position difference instead of data distance. If we used a distancebased approach, the distance for every data point would have to be calculated between near data with some fixed distance. Under normal operating conditions, the proposed filter will employ the Kalman filter under normal operating conditions. However, for the situation in which an outlier occurs, the following method is used. In every step, the filter will check the difference between the present and previously estimated result using following equation. Then, using the threshold, the outlier or normal data will be decided
In this step, we used the absolute value of the difference because of the threshold. If d threshold < , the normal Kalman filter step will be performed; if d threshold > , average distance will be calculated. For the second case, we calculated the d averages with a data window which will call ad . If the data window was equal to 2, then the previous two data difference averages were used. The data window size depended on spacecraft movements. If the satellite moved in a high movement situation, a small window size would be better than a large window size. Then, the ad value was determined to be either negative or positive. 
3.2 Sensor FDI Method (PSA)
Fault detection of inertial sensors using the parity space approach required a parity vector which has a big change by fault. The parity vector was calculated using the matrix V .
We defined the state variable parity vector which was independent of and sensitive to the fault. The parity vector was the column vector of the matrix V . Matrix V was calculated using H , which was proposed by J. E. Potter and M. C. Suman.
Parity vector
A redundant inertial measurement unit using l sensors was assumed. The measurement equation of this sensor module is defined as follows,
where m is the 1 l × measurement sensor output vector, H is the n l × measurement matrix and n is determined by sensor configuration. The state x is the 1 × n true value of the 
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COV indicates an expectation and a covariance, respectively. l I is an identity matrix with l dimensions. f is the fault vector and the type of fault is modeled as constant bias. Although this assumption presented some problems, the assumption was valid and common in that the bias type fault greatly impacted the system.
Using the sensor signal model, the parity vector was calculated. First, the matrix V should be defined. A matrix V is a positive definite trapezoidal matrix that satisfies the following conditions,
where l n I − is an identity matrix with l n − dimensions and the dimension of V is ( ) 
FDI using PSA
The magnitude of parity vector was small when all inertial sensors were normal. However, it increased along the fault direction if the sensor exhibited a fault. Therefore, we applied the characteristic to detect and isolate the sensor fault. The magnitude of the parity vector, The fault isolation function is defined as
This function shows the value to be obtained as projecting a parity vector along the fault direction of each sensor. The number of the FI function is l . The sensor relative to a maximum FI value was considered as the faulty sensor. For example, if k FI is maximum, the th k sensor was isolated as the faulty sensor.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The entire system was implemented in Matlab. In the simulation, we added two abnormal measurements at 300 sec and 600 sec using a signal builder block. For realization of the gyroscope fault, we assumed the x-axis sensor of the first IMU module contained an additive fault after 600sec. The sensor faults were commonly modelled as additive faults in the system. Fig. 6 shows a satellite position after outlier detection and elimination result. The outliers and eliminated outliers were located. The desired value of Roll, Pitch and Yaw is illustrated in the Fig. 7 . A RIMU (Redundant Inertial Measurement Unit) module was organized using two conventional 3-axes IMUs. Therefore a RIMU contained six inertial sensors. Each sensor was located as cone configurations around a central pivot, z-axis. The angle between each sensor and the z-axis was 0 54.74 . Fig. 8 shows the results of FDI performance using PSA. This figure shows the magnitude of the parity vector. When the redundant IMU was normal, the parity vector was small. But after 600sec, the magnitude of the parity vector increased on a large scale, indicating that a fault was detected. Therefore, a fault isolation process was operating from fault detected time. The result of projection of the parity vector was a point at which the sensor was broken. Thus, the x-axis gyroscope of the first IMU was easily isolated. Fig. 9 describes the RIMU body frame signal comparison between before FDI and after FDI. We can easily find that the RIMU body frame signal recovered from the fault.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed the simulator development of fault detection and isolation of a LEO satellite by Matlab Simulink. The entire simulator was developed by Matlab aerospace blockset and simulink block. The simulator contained an FDI block for detecting and eliminating outliers and an RIMU FDI. It consisted of several blocks such as satellite dynamics, sensor/actuator, flight software, visualization, FDI blocks. We easily modified the simulator with any demands and verified the FDI algorithms. The proposed outlier detection method was easily implemented for eliminating sudden abnormal signals. Under normal situations, the proposed method performed the same as the Kalman filter. However, in the outlier situation, the method was efficient for detecting and eliminating the outliers. Also, the PSA method was applied in the paper. The PSA was one of the most commonly used FDI methods. In the simulation, the PSA detected and isolated the additive fault. However, the PSA method cannot identify the cause of a fault. In summary, the proposed simulator was designed for the LEO satellite FDI but it can be extended to more complex satellite FDIs by altering or adding function blocks.
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